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Abstract
In order to improve the transmission rate of the compression system，a real-time video lossy

compression system based on multiple ADV212 is proposed and achieved． Considering the CMOS
video format and the working principle of ADV212，a Custom-specific mode is used for various video
formats firstly． The data can be cached through the FPGA internal ＲAM and SDＲAM Ping-Pong op-
eration． And the working efficiency is greatly promoted． Secondly，this method can realize direct
code stream transmission or do it after storage． Through the error correcting coding，the correction
ability of the flash memory is highly improved． Lastly，the compression and de-compression circuit
boards are involved to specify the performance of the method． The results show that the compression
system has a real-time and stable performance． And the compression ratio can be changed arbitrarily
by configuring the program． The compression system can be realized and the real-time performance
is good with large amount of data．

Key words: compression system，ADV212，Custom-specific，Ping-Pong operation，error cor-
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0 Introduction

With the constant improvement of visible light
camera video resolution，CMOS video size and frame
rate are increasing，causing the dramatic growth of the
output of CMOS video data volume． Consequently，it is
urgent to develop a compression system，which proces-
ses data at a higher rate． Since existing compression
algorithms are too complicated，and still stay at the
stage of MATLAB simulation，great difficulty exists in
hardware realization． Therefore it is hard for them to be
applied in the engineering project［1，2］．

Currently，DWT based image compression algo-
rithm has become a trend for star compression，which
enables the image energy to concentrate in low frequent
band and be more conducive to the entropy coding． It
also has a progressive transmission character，which
can make the image compression encoder dynamically
adjust the size of the output of compressed data stream
according to the cache and channel transmission．
JPEG2000 algorithm is widely used to the most for
DWT-based image compression． However， it is too
complex to implement for the JPEG2000． CCSDS-IDC

also adopts the wavelet transform and the bit-plane co-
der，which facilitates hardware implementation with
only half complexity of JPEG2000． However，its PSNＲ
is about 2 dB lower than JPEG2000． Considering
JPEG2000’s high PSNＲ，high reliability［3］ and other
superior characters，AD has launched a dedicated
JPEG2000 compression chip， namely ADV212， to
make a better application to the project． The perform-
ance of the chip is excellent，eases the second develop-
ment and meets the star compression applications sim-
ultaneously．

It is difficult to test the adaptability of ADV212 to
a variety of video formats，and the configuration of
ADV212 chip is also complicated． Up to now，most re-
al-time video compression systems based on ADV212
still stay in software simulation stage，or just the basic
performance phase． The result of compression perform-
ance is far from perfect［4，5］．

According to the requirements of star compression
and the project，one kind of visible light camera real-
time video compression system is designed and realized
based on ADV212． It has a highly practical flexibility，
and deals with a great amount of real-time visible light
camera video data effectively．
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1 Overall framework of the video compres-
sion system

The core of the compression system is ADV212，
which is produced by AD Company． The video source
is a self-design visible light camera ( sensor type of
MT9M032，effective pixel of 1472H × 1096V，pixel
depth of 12 bit，30 frames /s with full frame frequen-
cy) ． The system structure is shown in Fig． 1．

Fig． 1 Structure flow chart of compression system

where FPGA is used as the main processor of the pro-
posed compression system． CMOS video data is input
into the ADV212 after SDＲAM Ping-Pong operation，
encoding parameters are stored into EEPＲOM． Power
supply modules provide entire required power． Crystal
units provide clock for the entire system． It is com-
pressed and encoded by ADV212 and the code stream
is stored into the flash memory finally．

2 Key technologies

2． 1 ADV212 chip configuration
ADV212 contains a dedicated wavelet transform

engine，three entropy codecs，one on-board memory
system，and one embedded computer instruction set．
The dedicated video port of the ADV212 provides
seamless connection to common digital video stand-
ards，such as SMPTE 293M( 525P) ，ITU-Ｒ BT． 1358
( 625P) ，SMPTE 274M ( 1080I ) ． A variety of other
high speed，synchronous pixel and video formats can
also be supported by using the programmable framing
and validation signals．

It selects Custom-specific pattern because the in-
put video format of this system is not a standard one．

The maximum effective sampling per frame of
ADV212 is 1． 048 M samples． The maximum effective
pixels in every row of one frame are 4096 with lossless
compression，and 2048 with lossy compression． Noting
the vertical effective resolution and horizontal effective
resolution of the video frames as H and V respectively，
pixel sampling as Z，the video frame rate at the maxi-

mum effective sampling condition is:
H × V × Z≤ 1． 048 × 106 ( 1)
It could be calculated that the effective sampling

for this system is 1． 6 × 106，so it needs at least two
pieces of ADV212． The data entry speed S of ADV212
is:

S = H × V × F frame ≤ 65 × 106 ( 2)
The data entry speed of the system is 48． 4 × 106，

so it meets the condition of the maximum data entry
speed． It needs two pieces of ADV212 to satisfy the
compression condition by formula ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) ． The
Custom-specific working mode and the way two pieces
of ADV212 work are showed in Fig． 2．

Fig． 2 shows that it must strictly follow the above
process to ensure the operation of the chip exactly．
Through changing the value of registers and the enco-
ding parameters，the system can switch its working
states． Video or image data can be processed only
when the chip is configured properly．

2． 2 SDＲAM Ping-Pong operation
Four pieces of SDＲAM transit agency between

CMOS output and ADV212 input are used in order to
cache the image data and enhance the working efficien-
cy of the system． CMOS outputs first half data frame of
the first frame to SDＲAM1 and first half data frame of
the second one to SDＲAM2; CMOS outputs second
half data frame of the first frame to SDＲAM3 and sec-
ond half data frame of the second one to SDＲAM4．
The system writes half frame data to SDＲAM2，reads
half frame one stored in SDＲAM1 and compresses them
into ADV212-1 at the same time; it writes half frame
data to SDＲAM4， reads half frame one stored in
SDＲAM3 and compresses them into ADV212-2 syn-
chronously． Ｒunning repeatedly to complete the
SDＲAM Ping-Pong operation． Fig． 3 is the interface re-
lationship between CMOS and ADV212．

According to the work mode of SDＲAM，part of
the line data can be written to CMOS after activation．
It needs to be pre-charged before writing the line
down． Meanwhile，CMOS is outputting data all along．
In order to guarantee validity of the real-time compres-
sion system，the internal block ＲAM of FPGA is used
to write data into SDＲAM by Ping-Pong operation．

To ensure the real-time performance of the output
data for CMOS，it must finish reading the part of the
data from SDＲAM and compressing by ADV212 while
outputs one frame． The time for output one frame of
CMOS is as follows:

TCMOS = 1
f ( 3)
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Fig． 2 The structure flow chart of Custom-specific

Fig． 3 Interface relationship between CMOS and ADV212

where f is the frame frequency for CMOS． TCMOS is
33． 33ms． The time of reading one frame by SDＲAM is
obtained by

TSDＲAM = H × V
t ( 4)

where H and V are the vertical and horizontal resolution
of the image respectively，t is the working frequency of
SDＲAM． Take MT48LC16M16A2P-6A as an exam-
ple，the highest working frequency is 167MHz，then
the minimum value of TSDＲAM is 9． 67ms． The consump-
tion time for inputting one frame of image by ADV212
is

TADV212 = H × V
S ( 5)

where S is the valid resolution rate of ADV212． Be-
cause the two pieces of ADV212 work at the same
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time，the compression time is in half，then the mini-
mum value of TADV212 is 12． 41ms． From Eqs( 3) ，( 4) ，
( 5) it can be seen that TSDＲAM plus TADV212 is less than
TCMOS，so it meets the requirement．

2． 3 Code stream storage and transmission
To facilitate follow-up study，the compression sys-

tem can switch between direct code stream transmission
and transmission after storage． In this paper，NAND
flash memory is chosen as the storage medium which is
suitable for space condition［6］，the memory chip has
high-speed access speed，small volume， low power
consumption， nonvolatile and large capacity， etc．
Take the compression system as an example，the effec-
tive pixel for CMOS is M，B is quantization bit，frame
frequency is H，the available CMOS video data rate
could be reached by

VCMOS = M × B × H ( 6)
It could be calculated that VCMOS is 553． 89Mb /s．

The working compression ratio of the video compression
system is 32: 1，so the input data rate of every piece of
flash memory is 17． 31Mb /s． The capacity of every
piece of flash memory is c，camera storage time is TNAND

minutes，then

TNAND = c
k ( 7)

where k is the entry rate of flash memory． Take Sam-
sung K9NBG08U5A as an example，the data storage
capacity of the chip is 32Gbit，it can be calculated by
Eq． ( 7) that TNAND is 31． 6m． The desired storage time
could be increased via enlarging the number of flash
memory．

Due to technology issues of flash memory and the
impact of external conditions，the flash may occur one
bit-flipping when reading data; At least four bits of
flash information area are used to store the bad blocks
and other information according to the structure of
flash，the other 60 bit can be used for checking code．
Thus error correction algorithm of ＲS( 124，120) along
with the ＲS ( 132，128 ) is presented． On the finite
field GF( q) ，the ＲS code is one type of BCH［7，8］ code
whose code length is n = q － 1． It has the following
features:

n = 2m － 1，n － k = 2t，dmin = 2t + 1 ( 8)
Among them，n is the code length of ＲS，k is the

information code length，t is error correction code num-
ber，dmin is minimum code distance． According to the
structural characteristics of flash memory
K9NBG08U5A，each page of flash data will be distrib-
uted into 17 groups，960 bit for the first 16 groups，
1024 bit for the last． The maximum error correction ca-
pability of the ＲS code could be obtained through

Eq． ( 9) when the capacity of the error correction
code，namely D，is 51 byte．

Ｒ × ［logJ
2 + 1］≤ D

P ( 9)

where P is the number of clusters，then Ｒ = 2 through
calculating． So ＲS( 124，120) of which Ｒ1 = 2 is de-
signed，coding symbol is 120 bytes，total length is 124
bytes; Along with the ＲS( 132，128) of which Ｒ2 = 2，
coding symbol is 128 bytes，total length is 132 bytes．
The ＲS ( 124，120 ) and ＲS ( 132，128 ) are all not
standard codes． It needs to be filled with zeros and re-
moved to become the standard ＲS code when designing
the encoder． It could be realized through a series of
shift registers and hardware logic gates．

Stream storage is used in the special occasions
like space camera． In some cases，the code stream is
only needed in transferring． CAMLINK communication
protocol is chosen for data transmission according to the
project requirements． They will be switched with one
on-off． Program flow chart is shown in Fig． 4．

Fig． 4 Program flow chart

3 Experimental results

3． 1 Authentication of video compression system
The real-time video compression system is shown

in Fig． 5． The uniform structure of the system consists
of a compression board and a decompression board．

Fig． 5 Ｒeal-time video compression system
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XC2V8000 of Xilinx corporation is used for con-
trol，MICＲON MT9M032 is chosen for CMOS imaging，
Verilog language and top-down modular programming
method are used to realize the hierarchical logic design
within ISE 8． 2 development environment． MODELSIM
SE 10． 2 is used for simulating．

3． 2 Compression experiments and analysis
The type of wavelet transform and compression ra-

tio can be altered by changing parameters of the cod-
ing． The working compression ratio of reconstructed
image is between 4: 1 and 32: 1． 9 /7 wavelet transform
is tested and shown in Fig． 6．

Fig． 6 Compression test results

Fig． 6 shows that the reconstruction image of com-
pression system is very clear and fully satisfies the pro-
ject requirements． Furthermore，making CMOS work
10 minutes continuously for a large amount of video da-
ta，it can be seen that the results under different peak
signal-to-noise ratio ( PSNＲ) are shown in Table 1．

Table 1 The test results of PSNＲ
CＲ Fig． 1 Fig． 2 Average
4: 1 48． 249 49． 312 48． 931
8: 1 46． 446 47． 728 47． 387
16: 1 43． 897 45． 730 44． 814
32: 1 38． 395 41． 319 39． 857
80: 1 28． 218 28． 492 28． 336
150: 1 25． 982 26． 462 26． 217

In order to validate the quality of reconstruction
image further，image entropy and contrast are tested，
and the test results are shown in Table 2．

It can be seen that the entropy and WEBEＲ con-
trast of reconstruction images are almost the same with
original one． The PSNＲ of compression system within a
specified compression range is above 39dB tested by a
lot of experimental data，so the images satisfy the
standard of a good reconstructed image［9-11］． If a higher

compression ratio，such as 150 is needed，it could also
achieve a good compression quality for more than
26dB． And the period between outputting a frame from
CMOS plus compressing and recovering the code
stream with the software is less than 30ms，then it
could process the data whose frame frequency is equal
to or less than 33 frames /s． If it is reconstructed with
the decompression circuit board，the period is less than
60ms，so it could process the data whose frame fre-
quency is equal to or less than 16 frames /s，which
fully meets the project requirements．

Table 2 The test results of entropy and WEBEＲ contrast
Compression ratio Entropy WEBEＲ contrast

1: 1 7． 059 1． 95
4: 1 7． 059 1． 94
8: 1 7． 057 1． 91
32: 1 7． 056 1． 86

When the compression ratio is 16: 1，this method
is compared with several other high efficiency compres-
sion algorithms，and the results are shown in Table 3．
Table 3 shows that the compression efficiency of this
method is better than that of Ｒef．［12］and Ｒef．［13］;
Compared with the algorithm of Ｒef． ［14］，the com-
pression ratio of this method is only slightly lower，that
is because that our method will be affected by electro-
magnetic interference and complexity of hardware im-
plementation，meanwhile most of the methods is based
on the software implementation，so there is little com-
parability． In conclusion，it has high compression per-
formance，and could obtain very good application in
engineering projects．

Table 3 Comparison of compression performance
Method PSNＲ

SubPCA［12］ 43． 41
SA-MC-JPEG2000［13］ 43． 60

DWT-Tucker［14］ 46． 85
OUＲS 44． 82

4 Conclusion

It proposes a visible light camera video lossy com-
pression scheme based on multiple ADV212 whose in-
ternal parameters can be adjusted to accommodate vari-
ous video formats of compression． Experimental results
show that within the compression ratio of 4: 1 to 32: 1，
PSNＲ is all above 39 dB． And 26 dB is realized when
the compression ratio is 150． This compression system
can work stably in real-time．
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The hardware and software are supplied by the
Changchun Institute of Optics，Fine Mechanics and
Physics，CAS，( CIOMP) in Changchun，China． For
many practical projects，this work will provide a good
solution for hardware implementation of visible light
camera video compression system as well as other types
of camera compression system．
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